An exoskeleton arm optimal conﬁguration determination using inverse kinematics and genetic algorithm.
This paper deals with the kinematic modelling of an arm exoskeleton used for human rehabilitation. The biomechanics of the arm was studied and the 9 Degrees of Freedom model was obtained. The particular (optimal) exoskeleton arm configuration is needed, depending on patient abilities and possibility or other users activity. The model of upper arm was obtained by using Denavit-Hartenberg notation. The exoskeleton human arm was modelled in MathWorks package. The multicriteria optimization procedure was formulated to plan the motion of trajectory. In order to find the problem solution, an artificial intelligence method was used. The optimal solutions were found applying a genetic algorithm. Two variants of motion with and the visualization of the change of joints angles were shown. By the use of genetic algorithms, movement trajectory with the Pareto-optimum solutions has been presented as well. Creating a utopia point, it was possible to select only one solution from Pareto-optimum results. The obtained results demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed approach that can be utilized to analyse the kinematics and dynamics of exoskeletons using the dedicated design process. Genetic algorithm solution could be implemented to command actuators, especially in the case of multi-criteria problems. Moreover, the effectiveness of this method should be evaluated in the future by real experiments.